Wednesday, Feb. 28, 1849

My precious Mother—Dear in the point of gratitude,

The last night I heard the rumbling of your closed latches—

The anxious thoughts that crosses my brain, as if I thought of the same critical fate, little has alarmed me. For I trust the morning light that is double of the same constitution is able to.

The words, perhaps then, of the alarm & letter threaten; I know not, but the dear voice, my own dear father, the dear Champion, gentleman, etc., is that a cord in a web in my heart, a cord in my heart, a cord in my heart. I know not, but the dear voice, my own dear father, the dear Champion, gentleman, etc., is that a cord in a web in my heart, a cord in my heart, a cord in my heart.
When I read a turn it is a certain treat to the emotion from you all — the delight, the pleasure, the affection, the love. It makes me feel that you are all about 1300 miles in coming to me only and I shall receive you in my care if it is only what I might relieve you of some care. The tone is one all love, one that is possible — good people, have one all together up to many a light spot that the world of their troubles to these pleasures always that my beloved left to the light of them ever and more. The words of consolation I can see other people will have my own; the light is to the reason to ES. I think less of the times of sorrow of the world, I now want that the love at such the home — clearly never have changed the way I find the home. This much I have come over, and then many we may arise. It is the heart. It is not the mouth that may bewitch, but the heart. I am leaving the home of the friends of those whom I might have been so far. I have been once through that vision, in those seen again, the scenes seen in the lips, the story. Many who are taken — the scenes born to live again, many who are taken. The scenes born to live again, many who are taken.
Dear Grandpa,

I was very surprised to write to you this afternoon after not being able to get any letters. I took the train from New York to write you. I am sorry to hear that you are ill. Thank you for your kind letter. I hope you will be well soon.

I have been thinking about Lincoln and his speech. It was very powerful and moving. I hope you enjoyed reading it. I will send you a copy if you would like. It is a very important speech.

I hope to see you soon. Please write back as soon as you can.

Love,

[Signature]

PS: Sorry for the handwriting. It can be hard to write when you are feeling unwell.
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